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	Text14: 2-4 The Esplanade Inverloch
	Text15: Forte Group Pty Ltd c/- Glossop Town Planning
	Text16: The proposed development is completely at odds with the spirit/heart of our town, and with the adjoining spaces (the glade, foreshore, park & playground, and the Bunurong environment centre.) It is far too big, too imposing and dominating, and will greatly diminish the community's access to and enjoyment of the surrounding public spaces - spaces that we highly value for their open natural beauty, and their provision of a community focal point - extremely important for our community's health and well-being and social cohesion. Apart from the increased noise, traffic and parking problems, it will drastically change (for the worse) the ambience and tone of our town. It will create an ugly visual barrier between the beach / coastline and the town centre.  It disrespects the local community.  Our residents, and the tourists who visit, enjoy and love Inverloch precisely because it does NOT have this type of development, letalone right in the middle of town.  This development will make Inverloch less attractive to visitors and residents.  It is not socially responsible.
	Text17: I am a resident who highly values the easy access to the natural beauty of the public spaces that surround this site.  I visit this area daily for health (both mental & physical) and relaxation.  It distresses me greatly that Council may allow a huge, commercial development which will dominate the centre of town, block beautiful ocean / coastal bushland views, create traffic and parking havoc at an already tricky intersection, upset nearby residents and, most importantly, reduce the enjoyment by ALL residents of the surrounding public spaces. If this development somehow benefits our town, a more appropriate site should be found for it.  The current site should be used for the good of the local community and the environment (which in this age needs all the help it can get).Inverloch is known as environmentally friendly so we should look long term and do everything to promote community and environmental health, not allow developers to build huge concrete commercial ventures that tower over and diminish the town.
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